
Giulia
Refrigerated Showcase

Features: Giulia is a multi-purpose, multifunction
professional showcase. Designed for pastries, bread
and fresh foods, it has a complete range of straight and
corner static or fan assisted refrigerated, hot, ambient
or chocolate modules, which can all be installed in-line
with unbroken surfaces. It is available with total black or
total white finishes or customized to requirements in a
vast range of optional finishes, colors and woods.

Static or forced air refrigeration of the display surface,
depending on load requirements and the type of
product for display. The insulated supporting structure
and the rear ventilation grilles are in AISI 304 stainless
steel and CFC-free expanded polyurethane. Giulia can
be equipped with the optional ‘’Frigoconnect’’ HACCP
cloud and remote control wi-fi system.

The rugged supporting structure has black or silver
corrosion-proof anodized aluminum profiles and

shelves, with LED lights fitted in both the top and the
vertical uprights to ensure perfect lighting on all display
surfaces, which may be in AISI 304 stainless steel, or in
steel with food-approved black plastic coating (as
customer prefers).

Structure: stainless steel 

Display surface: stainless steel or steel with food-
approved black plastic coating

Front glass: straight tempered extra-clear glass 
panels opened via Hydro-lift pistons 

Glass panels: tempered and heated

Front & side base panels: thermoformed ABS side 
panel with inserts in various colors

Ventilation: fan-assisted refrigeration with 
thermostat valve and choice of fan settings 

Compressor: internal or remote

Defrosting: automatic with electronic control

Lighting: high luminosity LED

Electric: 220V 20A 1Phase

Plumbing: condensate drain with remote 
compressor
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Feature inches mm
HP

Internal
Watt
Int.

Circ.
Amp

Depth (All) 44.5 1125

Height (120) 47.2 1200

Height (137) 53.9 1370

Length (L-1150) 46.9 1190 3/8 822 20

Length (L-1500) 60.6 1540 1/2 1052 20

Length (L-1650) 66.5 1690 1/2 1052 20

Length (L-1850) 74.4 1890 1/2 M 1261 20

Length (L-2150) 86.2 2190 3/4 1437 20

Operating temperature 32°F/+41°F (+5°/-1°C)

Climate Class 4 (30° C- 55% R.H.)

Relative Humidity 55% -60%
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